DEAR DRONERS & LOVERS OF THE "IMPLED EDM"! (MUSIC THAT IS ABLE TO MERGE USUALLY SEPARATED STYLES, AN "IMPLSION" OF CATEGORIES)

HERE ARE OUR NEW MAILORDER-ENTRIES FOR NOVEMBER AND DECEMBER, THE LAST "NEWSFLASH" OF THE YEAR.

MOST TITLES LISTED HERE WERE NOT LISTED ALREADY IN THE RECENTLY MAILED OUT "NEWSLIST"!

AS ALWAYS, PRE-ORDERS & RESERVATIONS ARE POSSIBLE. YOU ALSO MAY ASK FOR ANY NEW RELEASE FROM THE MORE "EXPERIMENTAL" WORLD THAT IS NOT LISTED HERE, WE ARE PROBABLY ABLE TO GET IT FOR YOU. ABOUT 80% OF THE TITLES LISTED ARE IN STOCK, OTHERS ARE BACKORDERABLE QUICKLY. PLEASE SEND YOUR ORDERS & ALL COMMUNICATION TO:

DRONE@DRONERECORDS.DE

PLEASE ALWAYS MENTION ALL PRICES TO MAKE OUR WORK ON YOUR ORDERS EASIER & FASTER AND TO AVOID DELAYS, THANKS A LOT!

(MOST OF THE BRANDNEW TITLES HERE ARE NOT YET LISTED IN OUR DATABASE ON THE WEBSITE, BUT WILL BE SOON, SO BEST TO ORDER FROM THIS LIST IN REPLY)

BUILD DREAMMACHINES THAT HELP US TO WAKE UP!

WITH BEST WINTER-DRONES FROM

BARAKA

1 15 DEGREES BELOW ZERO - Under a Morphine Sky CD Force of Nature FON07 2007 13,50 www.forceofnature.cc
2 ADRIVA - Cold Sea Week CD-R Abgurd AB-43 2007 lim. 100 oversized full-colour / cardboard-cover 9,00 www.abgurd.com
3 ADRIVA - Loosung CD-R Strely Peruna SP017 2007 lim. 100 / side-project of SUNCHARIOT-member / oversized cover with photo inside 9,00
4 AESTHETIC MEAT FRONT - Temple of Flesh CD Old Europa Cafe OECD087 2006 in DVD-box with 6 full-colour postcards 14,00 www.oldeuropacafe.com
5 ALL SIDES - Dedalus CD Make Mine Music MMM036 2007 first full-length album / ed. of 500 cardboard-cover 13,00 www.makeminemusic.co.uk
6 ANGELEI PAOLO - Tessuti CD ReR Megacorp ReR PA3 2007 PAOLO ANGELEI plays FRITH & BJ K 14,00 www.ermegacorp.com
7 AOSKUE - Monotone Spirits LP Meudiademorte MDDM11 / Audiolith Records AL019 2006 12,00 www.meudiademorte.de
8 ARANOS - Tax CD Pieros 010 CD 2007 special priced (& very political) new ARANOS-release 10,00
9 ART OF PRIMITIVE SOUND - Musical Instruments from Prehistory CD Hic Sunt Leones HSL 003 1993 back in stock this very early album on the ALIO DIE - label 13,50 www.aliodie.com
10 ASHER - Landscapes elsewhere CD-R CON-V net-lab CNVR12 2006 lim. 100 special cardboard-box with inlay / numbered ed. 9,50 www.con-v.org
11 AUN - Mule CD ORAL 15 CD 2007 15,00 www.orall.ca
12 AUTOPSIA - Silently the Wolves are watching 7" Illuminating Technologies IT 008 2007 numb. ed. of 500 7,00 www.illuminating-technologies.com
13 AVSKY - Silent decay CD Reverse Alignment 2007 first ed. 500 13,00 www.myspace.com/reversealignment
14 BAD ALCHEMY No.56 (Nov. 2007) mag Bad Alchemy 2007 92 pages / GENESUNGSWERK label portrait, LA STPO, MASSACRE, 1000 long reviews... deutsche Sprach! Old issues are not downloadable at the website ! 3,00 www.badalchemy.de
15 BAKER, AIDAN - Broken & Remade CD Volubilis Records 01 2007 digipack 12,00 www.volubilisrecords.com
16 BAKER, AIDAN - Exoskeleton Heart CD-R Crucial Bliss BLISS 23 2007 oversized cardboard-cover / ed. of 300 10,00 www.crucialblast.net
17 BAKER, AIDAN - Figures CD Volubilis Records 02 2007 re-issue of the deleted CDR from 2005 12,00 www.volubilisrecords.com
18 BAND OF PAIN - Que Amiga? CD Cold Spring Records CSR43CD 2003 digipack / back in stock 13,00 www.coldspring.co.uk
BECUZZI, GIANLUCA & FABIO ORSI - Muddy speaking ghosts through my machines CD A Silent Place ASP12 2007 nicely textured gatefold / cardboard-cover
13,00 www.asilentplace.it

BIANCHI, M / S. FRICKE - Stroma-Konkret CD Monochrome Vision (mv07) 2006 lim. 500 13,00 www.monochromevision.ru

BIALETTI - Half a True Day CD EcR Megacorp ReR BCD6 2007 new album of the ex-MENONIST-legends! 14,00 www.rermegacorp.com

BJ K - Volta do-LP One Little Indian Records tplp46oh 2007 deluxe vinyl version 32,50 www.indian.co.uk

BLACK Nr. 46 (Frhjahr 2007) mag BLACK Magazin 2007 german mag (A4, 84 pages) with articles about ALL SIDES, ANDREW LILES, DEUTSCH NEPAL, EARTH, JESSICA BALLIFF, ROBERT ANTON WILSON, SIX ORGANS OF ADMITTANCE, GRAILS, and many more from the more gothic & neo-folk areas... 3,50

BLACK Nr. 47 (Herbst 2007) mag BLACK Magazin 2007 german mag (A4, 84 pages) with articles about ANTLERS MULM, CARLA BOZULICH, CYCLOBE, FOVEA HEX, OM, SCORN, SPRUNG AUS DEN WOLKEN, TREUE UM TREUE, WGT 2007, MASCHINENFEST 2007, reviews, and many more from the more gothic & neo-folk areas... 3,50

BLACKSHAW, JAMES - The Cloud of Unknowing LP Tompkins Square TSQ1974 2007 13,00 www.tompkinssquare.com

BLEIJBURG - Pieces of a Broken Dream do-CD Cold Spring Records CSR68CD 2006 16,50 www.coldspring.co.uk

BOKAR RIMPOCHE - Sacred Chants and Tibetan Rituals from the Monastery of Mirik CD Sub Rosa SR264 2007 recordings by sacred chants of meditation Master BOKAR RIMPOCHE (1940-2004) & ritual music from the Mirik Monastery (Himalaya Mountains). With english & french liner notes 13,00 www.subrosa.net

BORGIA, ASCANIO - Peripheral Vision CD-R Ascanio Borga 2007 8,00 www.ascanioborga.com

BRADLEY, PAUL - Cede m-CDR Waterscape WS 02 2007 lim. 50 photo-cover & little inlay 7,00 www.waterscape.de

BRADLEY, PAUL - Somatic CD-R CON-V net-lab CNVR15 2007 lim. 100 special cardboard-box with inlay / numbered ed. 9,50 www.con-v.org

BRADLEY, PAUL & CRIA CUERVOS - Moraines II CD Small Voices SVR07025 2007 nicely textured gatefold / cardboard-cover. featuring ANDREW LILES on second track 13,00 www.smallvoices.it

CHALK, ANDREW - The River that flows into the Sands II CD Faraway Press 07 2007 re-issue of deleted MC, in oversized heavy cardboard-cover 17,50 www.farawaypress.net

CHEAPMACHINES - Fugue cycle CD-R CON-V net-lab CNVR13 2007 lim. 50 special cardboard-box with inlay / numbered ed. 9,50 www.con-v.org

CHOPIN, HENRI - La Plaine des Respirs LP Tochnit Aleph TA 073 2007 recordings 2003/2004. "One of the oral aspects of this vinyl is the negation of a religion, from north to south, from east to west." Edition of 491 copies 15,00 www.tochnit-aleph.com

CINDYTALK - Camouflage Heart CD WHEESHT Scratch 702 2007 re-issue of great debut album from 1984 14,00

CINDYTALK - Camouflage Heart LP WHEESHT Scratch 702 2007 re-issue of great debut album from 1984 / vinyl version 15,00

CINDYTALK - In this World CD WHEESHT Scratch 703 2007 re-issue of the two different albums with same title from 1988 14,00

CINDYTALK - In this World do-LP WHEESHT Scratch 703 2007 re-issue of the two different albums with same title from 1988 20,00

CLIMAX GOLDEN TWINS - 5 Cents Piece LP Abduction Records 038 2007 lim. 500 / 180 gr vinyl 18,00 www.sunctygirls.com/abduction

CLUSTER - Cluster '71 (Water) LP 4Men with Beards 4M140 2007 the manifesto of "cosmic music"! re-issue in gatefold-cover, 180gr vinyl 17,50

CLUSTER & ENO - same LP 4Men with Beards 4M141 2007 re-issue of the album from 1977. BRIAN ENO, MOEBIUS & ROEDELIUS, but also H. CZUKAY, OKKO BEKKER & ASMUS TIETCHENS as guest musicians! 17,50

COELACANTH - The Chronograph CD Helen Scarsdale Agency HMS000 2003 first Coelacanth album, ed. of 500 with hand rusted covers. last copies! 14,00 www.helenscarsdale.com
50 CONTINUUM - Continuum 2 CD Soleilmoon Recordings SOL 159 CD 2007 second release by the project of STEVEN WILSON (BASS COMMUNION) & DIRK SERRIES (FEAR FALLS BURNING), oversized / DVD - digipack 14,50 www.soleilmoon.com
51 CONTROLLED BLEEDING - Songs from a sewer of dreams 4 x LP-Box Vinyl On Demand VOD47 2007 unreleased material of all kinds, from 1977 to 2007 !! numb. of 600 58,00 www.vinyl-on-demand.com
52 CORPOPARASSITA - Inesorabile CD Finalmuzik FM06 2007 first full-length CD-release, poster-sleeve, ed. of 500 13,00 www.finalmuzik.com
53 CURRENT 93 - Of Ruine or some blazing starre CD Durtro Jnana DJ1961 2007 re-issue of 1994-album 14,50 www.durtro.com
54 C.C.C.C. - Chaos is the Cosmos CD Cold Spring Records CSR79CD 2007 13,00 www.coldspring.co.uk
56 DAUBY, YANNICK - TW04-05 CD Editions ERE ere01 2007 field rec. from Taiwan 12,00 www.editions-ere.net
57 DEAD LETTERS SPELL OUT DEAD WORDS - A Line : Align CD-R Mystery Sea MS42 2007 lim./numb. 100 hand/laser-printed fullcolour cover 12,00 www.mysterysea.net
58 DEAD MACHINES - The night callers LP Blossoming Noise / Pygmy PYG02VIN 2007 lim. 500 pink marbled vinyl / JOHN OLSON (WOLF EYES) & TOVAH OLSON (WOODED WAND) project 14,50 www.blossomingnoise.com
59 DEADVERSE MASSIVE - Son of Concrete pic-LP Public Guilt PG010 2007 4 track long-play 12“, collab project feat. DČEK, DESTRUCTO SWARMBOTS, ODDATEEE.. lim. ed. / artwork PAUL ROMANO (GODFLESH, EARTH etc) 15,00 www.publicguilt.com
60 DEATH AMBIENT - Drunken Forest CD Tzadik TZ 2264 2007 third album by the amazing project of FRED FRITH, IKUE MORI & KATO HIDEKI ! 14,50 www.tzadik.com
61 DESACCORD MAJEUR - La neuvieme heure mCDR Taalem alm5 2002 5,00 http://taalem.free.fr/
62 DOYLE, ROGER - The Ninth Set CD Die Stadt DS103 2007 digipack / ed. of 500 copies 15,00 www.diestadtmusik.de
63 DREAM MAGAZINE - No. 1 mag Dream Magazine 2000 US-mag focused on singer / songwriters, experimental psych / folk / drone: PETER BLEGVAD, TOWNES VAN ZANDT, JONATHAN RICHMAN, PIANO MAGIC, TIM BUCKLEY, tons of reviews, etc.. last copies of first issue! 6,00 www.dreamgeo.com
64 DREAM MAGAZINE - No. 2 mag & CD Dream Magazine 2002 JOHN DUNCAN, MAGIC CARPATHIANS, MANDIBLE CHATTER, ROBIN STOREY / RAPOON, ALAN JENKINS, etc.. on the CD unreleased or otherwise unavailable material by MANDIBLE CHATTER, KIILA, ABUNAI!, MAGIC CARPATHIANS, etc etc.. 11,00 www.dreamgeo.com
65 DREAM MAGAZINE - No. 3 mag & CD Dream Magazine 2003 THE IDITAROD, ULTRASOUND (!), VASHTI BUNYAN, etc.. on the CD previously unreleased material by JONATHAN RICHMAN, IDITAROD, ULTRASOUND, etc etc 11,00 www.dreamgeo.com
66 DREAM MAGAZINE - No. 4 mag & CD Dream Magazine 2004 AI PHOENIX, BLACK FOREST/ BLACK SEA, LAST VISIBLE DOG RECORDS, TERRY RILEY, VOLCANO THE BEAR, etc etc.. on the CD previously unreleased material by MATT VALENTINE & ERIKA ELDER, TANAKH, AI PHOENIX, BARBARA MANNING, etc. 11,00 www.dreamgeo.com
67 DREAM MAGAZINE - No. 5 mag & CD Dream Magazine 2005 ROBERT WYATT, KEMIASILLETTE YSTÉE, MARISSA NADLER, SUN CITY GIRLS, etc.. on the CDR previously unreleased material by VOLCANO THE BEAR, JACK ROSE, PIANO MAGIC, etc.. 11,00 www.dreamgeo.com
69 DUBUFFET, JEAN - Experiences musicales BOOK & CD Fondation Dubuffet 2007 book in french, 232 pages, incl. CD 35,00
70 DUNCAN, JOHN / KONTAKT DER JGLINGE / C.M.VON HAUSSWOLFF - Untitled CD Die Stadt DS104 2007 released in conjunction with a DIE STADT-labelnight happening in Brussels in October 2007. These are remaining copies of that night, numb. ed. of 500 12,50 www.diestadtmusik.de
71 D.D.A.A. - Dans la nuit du souterrain scientifique mCDR Illusion Production IP 035 2007 recordings from January 1990 / very special cover package / design 7,00
72 EARZUMBA - Real Ruido Pastizo CD-R Editions-Zero # 13 2007 8,00 www.void.gr/absurd
73 ENKIDU - Live in Kyoto do-LP Locust Music LOCUST91 2007 2nd release by the trio of CHIE MUKAI, ERIC CORDIER & SEICHI YAMAMOTO. Live in Kyoto 12 05 2004, silkscreened covers.... "liminal ecstatic drone" 22,00 www.locustmusic.com
74 ERIK M / DIEBI3 - Chaos Club do-CD Erstwhile Records 049-2 2007 20,00 www.earstwhilerecords.com

76 EXIT IN GREY - Twilight Waters CD-R Abgurd AB-41 2007 lim. 100 oversized full-colour / cardboard-cover 9,00 www.abgurd.com

77 FATAGAGA - Laudanum Vol. 1 CD Satori Hype Records / Soleilmoon Rec. SOL111CD 2001 ed. of 500 13,00 www.soleilmoon.com

78 FATAGAGA - Laudanum Vol. 2 CD-R Satori Hype Records SHR-CD004 2004 lim./ numb. 250 copies 10,00 www.satori-hype-records.de

79 FATAGAGA - Laudanum Vol. 3 CD-R Satori Hype Records SHR-CD005 2004 lim./ numb. 250 copies 10,00 www.satori-hype-records.de

80 FEAR FALLS BURNING / BIRCHVILLE CAT MOTEL - same CD Conspiracy Records CORE055 2007 digipack 13,00 www.conspiracyrecords.com

81 FELIPE CARAMELOS ("LIEUTENANT CARAMEL") - Se Prohibe Cantar do-mCD Waystyx Records WR31 2007 lim. 423 copies, two booklets, very nice object-cover 18,00 www.waystyx.com

82 FENNESS - Live in Japan LP Autofact Records FACT09 / Touch Tone 23 2007 re-issue of the Japan-only CD from 2003 (Headz), ed. of 1000 on heavy vinyl (Run-out grooves also include an additional scratched-out Touch catalog#, TO:62) 15,00 www.a-fact.com

83 FLOWER-CORSANO DUO - The undisputed dimension 7" NO-FI Recordings NO-FI NEU003 2007 MARK FLOWER (VIBRACATHEDRAL ORCHESTRA, SUNBURNED HAND..) & CHRIS CORSANO 8,00 www.no-fi.org.uk/label.php

84 FRANCIS, RICHARD - Together alone, together apart CD CMR21 2007 edition of 300 / ex ESO STEEL 12,00 www.cmr.co.nz

85 GENOCIDE ORGAN - Remember do-CD Tesco Org. tesco067 2007 re-issue with 40 min. bonus material 18,50 www.tesco-germany.com


87 GODSPEED YOU BLACK EMPOROR - F# A# CD Kranky Records KRANK027 1998 remixed version of the deleted debut-LP from 1997, with two bonus-tracks!! 13,50 www.brainwashed.com/kranky


91 GOEBBELS, HEINER / ALFRED HARTH - Hommage / Vier Fte fr Hanns Eisler do-CD ReR Megacorp ReR GH 1/2 2007 19,00 www.rermegacorp.com

92 GOEM - Robbed CD Small Voices SVR07023 2007 nicely textured gatefold / cardboard-cover 13,00 www.smallvoices.it


94 HECKER, TIM - Norberg maxi-CD Room40 EDRM414 2007 8,50 www.room40.org

95 HERR - Fire and Glass - a Norwood Tragedy maxi-CD Cold Spring Records CSR74EP 2007 4-track EP 9,50 www.coldspring.co.uk

96 HILMARSSON, HILMAR N (H) & SIGUR ROS - Angels of the Universe CD Fat Cat FATOST-CD001 2001 soundtrack to the film by FREDRIK THOR FRIDRIKSSON ("Englar Alheimsins"), available again! 14,00 www.fat-cat.co.uk

97 HIS DIVINE GRACE / DITTERICH VON EULER-DONNERSPERG - Bach eingeschaltet, Erster Band 7" Reue um Reue 008 2007 collector's item! First volume of JOHANN SEBASTIAN BACH interpretation, with DITTERICH reading NIETZSCHEs "Also sprach Zarathustra"! Numb. ed. of 96 copies! 15,00 http://eys.online.fr/tutrur

98 HRSTA - Ghosts will come and kiss our eyes LP Constellation Records CST048-1 2007 15,50 www.cstrecords.com

99 HUMAN QUENA ORCHESTRA - Means without ends CD Daft Alliance DA015 2007 cardboard-cover 12,00 www.daftalliance.com
IMCA - same CD Absurd # 62 2007 IMCA = INTERNATIONAL MUSIQUE CONCRETE ENSEMBLE: FRANS DE WAARD, IOS SMOLDERS, JOHN HUDAK, GUIDO HUEBNER, ISABELLE CHEMIN. re-release of ultra-rare LP (only 98 copies made) from 1991!!

INADE - Burning Flesh CD LOKI Foundation LOK124 2000 re-press of the CD-version of the very early MC-release from 1993!!

IRM - The Cult of the young Men CD ANNIHILVS apex005 2007

I.A.M. UMBRELLA - The Sound of Shadows breathing on themselves MC Rays & Genius Music 1994 rare cassette edition lim. 50 (has additional material) from this US duo (R. KITCH & LEE SCOTT, with help by JEPH JERMAN), with excellent ethno / experimental ambience... ONE 2nd hand copy in stock

JESU - Lifeline 12" HydraHead HHH-127 2007 lim. vinyl-version of new 4-track EP / incredibly great artwork, gold/black vinyl (two versions)!

JESU - Lifeline maxi-CD Hydra Head Industries HH666-127 2007 4 track EP (23+min.) with guest vocals by JARBOE on one piece. Great digipack cover-artwork

JOY DIVISION - Let the Movie begin do-LP OZIT Records OZITLP 8795 2007 collection in honour of IAN CURTIS 25th anniversary of death / contains before unpublished interviews, also live-performance tracks & studio-outtakes

KARL BMANN - Eskalation LP You don't have to call it music 03 2007 First KARL BMANN LP, comes in a stunning looking cover: embossed silver-print on black, numbered ed. 500 copies

KOMMANDO - Necroinvasiv CD L.White LW-050 2007 ed. of 300, oversized cover-map

KRAKEN - Drift CD Spectre Records S27 2007 lim. vinyl ed, one-sided, heavy weight vinyl, one-side etching by SAVAGE PENCIL

KREBS, K.M. - Alchymy CD-R CON-V net-lab CNVR14 2007 lim. 60 special cardboard-box with inlay!!

LILES, ANDREW - The Vortex Vault 13 x CD Beta-Lactam Ring Records 2007 Subscription of the full "Liles Black Series" including a 13th bonus CD!! The whole edition is lim. to 300

LOPEZ, FRANCISCO - Paris Hiss MC Banned Production 1996 C-60 / ultra-rare tape-only release, handmade object cover (MC packed between two MCs) / ONE 2nd hand copy in stock

LT. CARAMEL - Early tape works do-CD Monochrome Vision (mv08) 2006 lim. 500

LUASA RAELON - Marches of the new world CD Grain of Sound GOS21 2007 rare MT-CD in brain-shape cover, numb. ed. 1000 / ONE 2nd hand copy in stock

LULLABYE ARKESTRA - Ampgrave 10" Type Records TYPE029V 2007 lim. 500

MEELKOP, ROEL - 5zwischenfe CD Auf Abwegen AATP18 2007 digipack

MEER, M. - Marches of the new world CD Grain of Sound GOS21 2007 15,00

MC LEAN, STEVE - Bridges do-CD ReR Megacorp ReR SM2 2007

MC PHerson, DONALD & TETUZI AKIYAMA - Vinegar & Rum CD Bo'Weavil Recordings WEAVIL 012Cd 2007

MARANHA, DAVID - Marches of the new world CD Grain of Sound GOS21 2007 15,00

MARTIN, AARON & MACHINEFABRIEK - Cello Recycling / Cello Drowning 10" Type Records TYPE029V 2007 lim. 500

MCLEAN, STEVE - Bridges do-CD ReR Megacorp ReR SM2 2007

MEELKOP, ROEL - 5zwischenfe CD Auf Abwegen AATP18 2007 digipack

MEER, M. - Marches of the new world CD Grain of Sound GOS21 2007 15,00

MC PHerson, DONALD & TETUZI AKIYAMA - Vinegar & Rum CD Bo'Weavil Recordings WEAVIL 012Cd 2007

MEELKOP, ROEL - 5zwischenfe CD Auf Abwegen AATP18 2007 digipack

MARANHA, DAVID - Marches of the new world CD Grain of Sound GOS21 2007 15,00

MARTIN, AARON & MACHINEFABRIEK - Cello Recycling / Cello Drowning 10" Type Records TYPE029V 2007 lim. 500

MCLEAN, STEVE - Bridges do-CD ReR Megacorp ReR SM2 2007

MC PHerson, DONALD & TETUZI AKIYAMA - Vinegar & Rum CD Bo'Weavil Recordings WEAVIL 012Cd 2007

MEELKOP, ROEL - 5zwischenfe CD Auf Abwegen AATP18 2007 digipack

MARANHA, DAVID - Marches of the new world CD Grain of Sound GOS21 2007 15,00

MARTIN, AARON & MACHINEFABRIEK - Cello Recycling / Cello Drowning 10" Type Records TYPE029V 2007 lim. 500

MCLEAN, STEVE - Bridges do-CD ReR Megacorp ReR SM2 2007

MC PHerson, DONALD & TETUZI AKIYAMA - Vinegar & Rum CD Bo'Weavil Recordings WEAVIL 012Cd 2007

MEELKOP, ROEL - 5zwischenfe CD Auf Abwegen AATP18 2007 digipack

MARANHA, DAVID - Marches of the new world CD Grain of Sound GOS21 2007 15,00

MARTIN, AARON & MACHINEFABRIEK - Cello Recycling / Cello Drowning 10" Type Records TYPE029V 2007 lim. 500

MCLEAN, STEVE - Bridges do-CD ReR Megacorp ReR SM2 2007

MC PHerson, DONALD & TETUZI AKIYAMA - Vinegar & Rum CD Bo'Weavil Recordings WEAVIL 012Cd 2007

MEELKOP, ROEL - 5zwischenfe CD Auf Abwegen AATP18 2007 digipack
MEELKOP, ROEL & TOY BIZARRE - 4 pieces  CD Kaon oc99 1999 back in stock 13,00
MERZBOW - Merzbird  CD Important Records IMPREC040 2004 follow up to "Merzbeat", oversized mini-gatefold sleeve 13,00 www.importantrecords.com
MERZBOW - Merzbuddha  CD Important Records IMPREC052 2005 oversized mini-gatefold-sleeve 13,00 www.importantrecords.com
MIMIR - Mimyriad  CD Streamline 1001 1993 re-issue of the second MIMIR-album (1993), a project by EDWARD KA-SPEL & CHRISTOPH HEEMANN, here also featuring JIM O'ROURKE & SILVERMAN... 13,50
MOLJEBKA PVLSE / SEVENTEEN MIGS OF SPRING - Ravha / Electricity Gardens  CD Topheth Prophet TP015 2007 digipack 13,50 www.tophet.org
MURCOF - Cosmos  CD Leaf Records BAY59CD 2007 14,00 www.theleaflabel.com
MUSLIMGAUZE - Dome of the Rock  CD Ant-Zen act144 2003 out of print / one 2nd hand copy in stock/ gold embossing print cover 15,00 www.ant-zen.com
M. B. - Regel  CD Finalmuzik FM08 2007 re-issue of LP from 1982, plus bonus-track (from the "Neuengamme"-comp LP) 13,00 www.finalmuzik.com
NADJA - Guilted by the Sun  12" Roadburn Records rbr004* 2007 coloured vinyl version (green or white) - a part of 500 pressed records (12" - 33 rpm long play) 15,50 www.roadburnrecords.com
NADJA - Guilted by the Sun  12" Roadburn Records rbr004 2007 black vinyl version - a part of 500 pressed copies (12" - 33 rpm long play) 13,00 www.roadburnrecords.com
NADJA - Radiance of Shadow  CD Alien8 Recordings ALIENcd72 2007 digipack 13,50 www.alien8recordings.com
NADJA - The Short Night  CD Touch TO:75 2007 digipack 15,00 www.touchmusic.org.uk
NADJA - Guilted by the Sun  12" Roadburn Records rbr004 2007 nicely textured gatefold / cardboard-cover 13,00 www.roadburnrecords.com
NAUGHTIEST GIRL WAS A MONITOR - untitled  LP Vinyl On Demand VOD 43 2007 lim./numb. 600 15,50 www.vinyl-on-demand.com
NAVICON TORTURE TECHNOLOGIES - Mind is a Prison  CD-R Annihilvs (no catalogue nr.) 2006 rare CDR-only release 8,00 www.annihilvs.org
NECKS, THE - Townsville  CD ReR Megacorp ReR Necks8 2007 digipack 14,00 www.rermegacorp.com
NEZNAMO - Seme>Zemlja  CD-R Moonsun Productions ms001 2007 lim. 111 copies / ex UNKNOWN 8,00
NILSEN, BJ - The Short Night  CD Touch TO:75 2007 digipack 15,00 www.touchmusic.org.uk
NORDVARGR & BSE vs. KENJI SIRATORI - Hypergenome 666  do-CD / book Old Europa Cafe OECD088 2006 incl. 80page book by KENJI SIRATORI & box, very amazing artwork 24,00 www.oldeuropacafe.com
O LEK - Suicide Prevention  CD ORAL 17 CD 2007 15,00 www.oral.qc.ca
OM - Conference of the birds  CD Holy Mountain 5QXF3 2006 13,50 www.holymountain.com
OM - Pilgrimage  LP Southern Lord SUNN86LP 2007 LP-version of new album 14,50 www.southernlord.com
OM - Pilgrimage  CD Holy Mountain 77525 2005 13,50 www.holymountain.com
OM - Variations on a theme  CD Holy Mountain 77525 2005 13,50 www.holymountain.com
PACIFIC 231 & RAPOON - Palestine  CD Old Europa Cafe OECD096 2007 ed. of 700 in kick-out box 14,00 www.oldeuropacafe.com
PACIFIC 231 & RAPOON - Palestine (special ed.)  CD & mCD Old Europa Cafe OECD096 SE 2007 lim. 376 in printed jute-cover with bonus mCD! 22,50 www.oldeuropacafe.com
PANTALEIMON - Mercy Oceans  CD Durtro Jnana 366 2007 digipack 14,00 www.durtro.com
PROPERGOL - Ground Proximity Warning System  CD ANNIHILVS apex004 / Stridulum str-010 2006 lim. 500 13,00 www.annihilvs.org
PRURIENT - Adam tied to Stone  LP Blossoming Noise / Pygmy PYG06VIN 2007 lim. 500 green marbled vinyl 14,50 www.blossomingnoise.com
QUELLET, ISRAEL - Oppressum  CD Sub Rosa SR244 2007 13,00 www.subrosa.net
RADIGUE, ELIANE - CHRY-PTUS / Schoolz  do-CD Schoolmap school2 2007 original version from 1971, newer version from 2001, and a 2006 version realized by
167 RAIONBASHI - Kollekte LP Hanson Records HN136 2006 first (?) album by TOCHNIT ALEPH-founder (member of the SCHIMPFLUCH-Gruppe), with help of JOHN WIESE (SUNN O))), etc) and MICHAEL BARTELS (RECORDINGS FOR THE SUMMER). Sold out already at the label it seems... 16,00 www.hansonrecords.net

168 RAPOON - Time Frost CD Glacial Movements GM003 2007 digipack, ed. of 750 copies, inspired by the theory of a coming new ice age in Europe through global warming 13,00 www.glacialmovements.com

169 REFORMED FACTION - The War Against... CD Soleilmoon Recordings SOL 153 CD 2007 2/3 of the "original" ZOVIEU FRANCE: MARK SPYBEY & ROBIN STOREY. Ed. of 400, special-paper cover / box with many inlays 16,00 www.soleilmoon.com

170 ROCCHETTI, CLAUDIO - These are the days LP Small Voices SVV009 2007 lim. 300 14,00 www.asilentplace.it

171 RONGWRONG - The story of Alfons Czahor MC OBUH Records C13 1994 rare original OBUH MC, great release (later re-issued as CD) by this polish band. ONE 2nd hand copy in stock 8,00

172 SADGROVE, MARK / SAM HAMILTON (CITY PEOPLE'S FARMERS MUSIC) - Shitty peephole lama kudos 8"-lathe cut A binary datum 2006 low-fi "folk" from New Zealand, probably pressed in a tiny edition, one last copy in stock! 10,00 www.abinarydatum.net

173 SAVAGE REPUBLIC - 1938 CD Neur0t Recordings NR-053 2007 the glorious new full-length album (first full album of SR since 1989) !! On the NEUROSIS-label 13,50 www.mobilization.com


175 SAVAGE REPUBLIC - Ceremonial / Trudge CD Mobilization Recordings MOB 102 2002 re-issue of the Trudge 12" and the Ceremonial LP (originally issued 1985). Comes in nice hand-letterpressed cardboard-cover, ed. of 1000 14,00 www.mobilization.com

176 SAVAGE REPUBLIC - Customs CD Mobilization Recordings MOB 104 2002 re-issue of the album from 1989. nice letter-press design, ed. of 1000 14,00 www.mobilization.com

177 SAVAGE REPUBLIC - Jamahiriya CD Mobilization Recordings MOB 103 2002 re-issue of album from 1988. nice letter-press design, ed. of 1000 14,00 www.mobilization.com


179 SAVAGE REPUBLIC - Siam maxi-CD Independent Project Records 2007 their comeback after many years! 5-track EP in hand-letterpress cover, looks great, limited & numbered ed. / including a cover-version of ECHO & THE BUNNYMENs "Head will roll" !! 8,50 www.mobilization.com

180 SCHUMACHER, MICHAEL J. / STEPHEN VITIELLO - Untitled / Exchange CD-R A Question of Re Entry 3 2007 last copies of this rare 7" 8,00 www.void.gr/absurd

181 SCORN - Stealth do-LP Ad Noiseam adn88 / Jarring Effects fx0607 2007 15,00 www.adnoiseam.net

182 SCORN - Stealth CD Ad Noiseam adn88 / Jarring Effects fx0607 2007 14,50 www.adnoiseam.net

183 SECONDS IN FORMALDEHYDE - Construct m-CDR Waterscape WS 01 2007 lim. 50 photo-cover & little inlay / first release on new label from Germany 7,00 www.waterscape.de

184 SHALABI EFFECT - Pink Abyss CD Alien8 Recordings ALIENC42 2007 14,00 www.alien8recordings.com

185 SHUKAR - Bear Tamers Music CD Sub Rosa SR221 2007 Gipsy Nomad Music from Romania 13,00 www.subrosa.net

186 SIGILLUM S - 23/20 CD Verba Corrige Production VCP009 2007 20th anniversary album (new material)! Different remixes & tracks than on the do-LP 14,00 www.sigillum-s.com

187 SIGILLUM S - 23/20 do-LP Verba Corrige Production VCPV009 2007 20th anniversary album (new material)! Double gatefold-cover, coloured inner-sleeves, lim. 500 / different remixes & tracks than on CD 28,00 www.sigillum-s.com

188 SIR RICHARD BISHOP - Plays the Sun City Girls 7" NO-FI Archive Series NARC001 2006 last copies of this rare 7" 8,00 www.no-fi.org.uk/label.php

189 SKINCAFE - Things fall apart CD Spectre Records S28 2007 14,50 www.spectre.be

190 SKULL DEFECTS - Storm Skull Dub 7" Meudiademorte MDDM 32 2007 clear vinyl / hand-patterned clear sleeves / lim. 200 8,50 www.meudiademorte.de

191 SRMEIXNER / BAND OF PAIN - Texture. Montage. Sequence / Tripping in Q 7" Black Rose Rec. BRV 04-1006 2007 lim. 250 white vinyl / nice design / ex-
CONTRASTATE 6,50

SUN OF THE SEVENTH SISTER - Farben Raum CD Head Worse Records HW-04 2007 crazy australian impro group consisting of 10-25 members (i.e. RATS WITH WINGS) 13,00

SUN RA - Disco 3000 do-CD Art Yard CD 001 2007 rec. at The Teatro Cilak, 23/01/78 Milano 19,00 www.rermegacorp.com


SUN CHARIOT - Fictio CD-R Abgurd AB-42 2007 lim. 100 oversized full-colour / cardboard-cover 9,00 www.abgurd.com

SUNROOF - Panzer Division Lou Reed CD VHF Records #105 2007 13,00 www.vhfrecords.com

SUNCHARIOT - Fictio CD-R Abgurd AB-42 2007 lim. 100 oversized full-colour / cardboard-cover 9,00 www.abgurd.com

SUNROOF - Panzer Division Lou Reed CD VHF Records #105 2007 13,00 www.vhfrecords.com

SUPERSILENT - 8 CD Rune Grammofon RCD 2067 2007 15,00 www.runegrammofon.com

TAZARTES, GHEDALIA - Hysterie off music CD Jardin au fou foucd002 2007 14,00 www.jardinaufou.com

TENHORNEDBEAST - The Sacred Truth CD Cold Spring Records CSR77CD 2007 digipack 13,00 www.coldspring.co.uk

THE (LAW RAH) COLLECTIVE - As it is do-mCD Spectre Records S29 2007 special 7" design / ed. of 323 copies 14,50 www.spectre.be

THIGHPAULSANTRA - The Clisto mCD Klanggalerie gg116 2007 10,00 www.klanggalerie.com

TIETCHENS, ASMUS & JON MUELLER - 8 Stcke CD Auf Abwegen AATP20 2007 second collab / ed. of 500 13,00 www.aufabwegen.com

TONIUTTI, GIANCARLO - Ura itam taala' momojmuj 1 amuj cooconaja mCD Ferns Recordings ferns_rhizome_04 2007 nice full-colour mini-gatefold cover / ed. of 500 6,50

TORAL, RAFAEL - Violence of discovery and calm of acceptance LP Staubgold 17 2001 12,50 www.staubgold.com

TROUM - Nargis 7" & T-Shirt-Set VivaHate Records VHR-45-002.1 2007 some last copies back in stock of the lim. 100 (violet vinyl) pressing with T-Shirt! (size M or L)! 23,00 www.vivahaterecords.com

TROUM - Maschinenfest 2007 do-CD Pflichtkauf pflicht 33 2007 festival compilation with SKINCAGE, THIS MORN' OMINA, SYNAPSCAPE, VROMB, AH-CAMA SOTZ, etc. 15,00 www.pflichtkauf.de

TSARAAS - Agrimony mCD-R Linija Shuma SHUM 0004 2006 lim. ed. 31 copies / dark ambient side-project of MAJDANEK WALTZ - member / very handmade & beautiful design 7,00

TUXEDOMOON - Holy Wars CD Crammed Discs CBOY 2020CD 1985 album from 1985, now available for "nice price" 10,00 www.crammed.be

TZESNE - Cliffs under the mist CD-R Mystery Sea MS41 2007 lim./numb. 100 professional full-colour cover 12,00 www.mysterysea.net

V.A. - A tribute to the wor(l)ds of Jhonn Balance CD Creative Fields Records CF CD 01 2007 the "italian" tribute to JHONN BALANCE of COIL, with: BLACK SUN PRODUCTIONS, CORPOPARASSITA, SELAXON LUTBERG, WERTHAM, and many more unknown names... lim. ed. 500 12,00 www.creativefields.net

V.A. - Maschinenfest 2007 do-CD Pflichtkauf pflicht 33 2007 festival compilation with SKINCAGE, THIS MORN' OMINA, SYNAPSCAPE, VROMB, AH-CAMA SOTZ, etc. 15,00 www.pflichtkauf.de

V.A. - Musics in the Margin CD Sub Rosa SR254 2007 digipack & 12p. booklet, compilation with most obscure "outsider art" -music: DANIEL JOHNSTON, WESLEY WILLIS, KONSTANTIN RAUDIVE, etc., 13,00 www.subrosa.net


V.A. - Rarities from the BOB HITE Vaults CD Sub Rosa SR271 2007 pieces taken from Bob Hite's collection of 78rpm records, from 40'es to 60'es....featuring Pete Johnson, Clarence Brown, Elmore James, Earl King, Eddie Hope.... 13,00 www.subrosa.net

V.A. - Rarities from the BOB HITE Vaults LP Sub Rosa SRV271 2007 pieces taken from Bob Hite's collection of 78rpm records, from 40'es to 60'es....featuring Pete Johnson, Clarence Brown, Elmore James, Earl King, Eddie Hope.... lim. vinyl version 14,00 www.subrosa.net

V.A. - The Information Apocalypse Compilation CD ANNIHILVS.001 2001 first release by the NCC-label with material by NOTHING, JARL, CONTROL, WILT, CONVERTER, TARM/RED, GRUNTSPLATTER, NAVICON TORTURE TECHNOLOGIES 13,00 www.annihilvs.org

V.A. - The Tone of the Universe do-CD Pseudo Arcana PACD064/065 2005 comp. with "cover-versions" to the B-flat drone resonance coming from the galaxy-cluster PERSEUS! With PETER WRIGHT, VIBRACATHEDRAL ORCHESTRA , BIRCHVILLE CAT MOTEL, 1/3 OCTAVE BAND, NEIL CAMPBELL, etc. etc. BACK IN STOCK LAST COPIES!! 16,00 www.pseudoarcana.com

220 V.A. - TZOTZILES. Psalms, Stories and Music LP Sub Rosa Sub3012-17 1988 MAYA-music & field recordings of the Tzotziles-community in Chiapas / Mexico made by THIERRY ZENO 1975-1985. Rare vinyl-version with different cover! 14,00 www.subrosa.net

221 WATSON, CHRIS - Oceanus Pacificus 7" Touch Seven TS02 2007 field recordings from the Humboldt current around the Galapagos Islands / locked grooved 7" on both sides 6,50 www.touchmusic.org.uk

222 WERDER, FELIX - The Tempest - Electronic Music CD Pogus Productions 21044-2 2007 three pieces from the 70's (re-issue of an LP), one newer piece from 1992 13,00 www.pogus.com

223 WESTERKAMP, HILDEGARD - Transformations CD Empreintes Digitales IMED 9631 1996 13,00

224 WIESE, JOHN - Spectral Hand 7" Meudiademorte MDDM 04 2005 last copies 6,00 www.meudiademorte.de

225 WILT - Gutterballads II CD-R Annihilvs (no catalogue nr.) 2006 rare CDR-only release 8,00 www.annihilvs.org

226 WIRE, THE - # 281 (July 2007) mag The Wire 2007 92 pages, THROBBING GRISTLE title-story, PETER REHBERG (PITA), ROBIN WILLIAMSON (INCREDIBLE STRING BAND), etc. 8,00 www.thewire.co.uk

227 WIRE, THE - # 282 (August 2007) mag The Wire 2007 100 pages, AXOLOTL, LAURIE ANDERSON, WHITEHOUSE, BRITISH PSYCHEDELIC FOLK MUSIC, etc. 8,00 www.thewire.co.uk

228 WRIGHT, PETER - At last a new dawn do-CD Students of Decay 2007 cardboard-cover 17,50 www.studentsofdecay.com

-the END

(8) (is just another beginning)

Drone Records Mailorder-Newsflash  FEBRUARY 2008

Here are our new mailorder-entries for January / February 2008, the first "Newsflash" of the new year!

Some news first:
Just in production are FOUR new DRONE 7"es, we are taking pre-orders now:

**DR-89: SHRINE - Distorted Legends, Pt. 1** (Bulgaria; more daring experimental drones from eastern Europe reminding on BAD SECTOR for example, rough & atmospheric and at times melodic)

**DR-90: NOISE DREAMS MACHINA - IN / OUT** (Spain; great electro-acoustic drones of high complexity from the Berlin / Barcelona - based artist OSCAR MARTIN)

**DR-91: MOLJEBKA PVLS - Ivde dings** (Sweden; mesmerizing magneto-drones from Swedens new drone-star, so dense and impervious)

**DR-92: XABEC - Feuerstern** (Germany; long planned, finally out: two wonderful new tracks by the prolific german artist, comes in cardboard-box with golden print / lettering!)

[ PLANNED OFFICIAL RELEASE DATE: 20. February 2008. Subscribers will get an extra e-mail info ]

We were able to get many 2nd hand VINYL - rarities which you find in this list, be quick if interested!

If you are looking for the lovely designed TROUM re-issue doLP of the "Mort aux Vaches: SEN"-album on Equation Records, please note that it doesn't appear in this update as we are already out of copies. Momentarily you can still get it from Conspiracy Records, Tesco, Cold Spring or Beta-Lactam Ring Records.

As always, pre-orders & reservations are possible. You also may ask for any new release from the more "experimental" world that is not listed here, we are probably able to get it for you. About 80% of the titles listed are in stock, others are backorderable quickly. Please send your orders & all communication to:
| 3 | 5F-X - The Xenomorphians | CD Hands Production D112 2007 "robotic tribal industrial" - ex 5F_55! | 15,00 | www.handsproductions.com |
| 5 | ALVA NOTO + SAKAMOTO - Revep | 12" Raster-Noton r-n 72 2006 clear vinyl, clear sleeves | 13,00 | www.raster-noton.de |
| 6 | AMBARCHI, OREN - Lost Like a Star | LP Bo Weavil 019 2006 lim./numbered 650 copies | 22,00 | www.boweavilrecordings.com |
| 7 | ANGELS OF LIGHT - Everything is good here / Please come home | do-LP Important Records IMPREC 079 2003 vinyl-version, lim. 500 | 24,00 | www.importantrecords.com |
| 8 | ANTIBOTHIS - Occultural Anthology, Vol. 1 BOOK & CD Thisco 2008 first issue of a new book-series with the approach of forming "a collection of book anthologies featuring texts, interviews showcasing a variety of ideas that are genuine alternative to the dogma of conformity." Comes with compilation CD with material by a.o. RAPOON, JARBOE, NETHERWORLD, VON MAGNET, CLAIR OBSCUR, WILDSHORES, ANDREY KIRITCHENKO, PLANETADOL, english language | 15,00 | www.thisco.net / http://www.myspace.com/urculture |
| 9 | APM - Sprint Mill | CD Integrated Circuit Records ICR 68 2008 project by CHRIS ATKINS, COLIN POTTER & PHIL MOULDYCLIFF | 14,00 | www.icrdistribution.com |
| 10 | ARANOS - Mother of Moons Bathing | CD Soleilmoon Recordings SOL 145 CD 2007 ed. of 400, very special handmade cover (silkscreened soft plastic)! | 14,50 | www.soleilmoon.com |
| 11 | ARBRE NOIR - Madurai | CD Polymorph Records POLYMORPH 13 2006 | 15,00 | www.polymorphrecords.de |
| 12 | ARCHITRAV - Arctic Museum | do-CD Polymorph Records POLYMPH 14 2007 with remixes by: FJERNLYS, LOVESPELL, ANTLERS MULM, NERTHUS, etc.. lim. 404 copies | 17,50 | www.polymorphrecords.de |
| 13 | ARTEFACTUM - Rosarium Hermeticum | CD-R Artefactum / Selfrelease Spring 2006 2006 oversized full-colour booklet / lim. & numbered 111 copies | 12,00 | www.arteactum.prv.ph |
| 15 | ATRIUM CARCERI - Pthahil | CD Cold Meat Industry CM1168 2007 | 14,00 | www.coldmeat.se |
| 16 | AUTOPSIS - The Berlin Requiem | CD Old Europa Cafe OECD 084 2006 digipack | 13,00 | www.oldeuropacafe.com |
| 18 | BAKER, AIDAN - Scalpel | CD The Kora Records TKR 007 (Micro Series #2) 2007 numb. ed. 500 / special cover | 12,00 | www.thekorarecords.com |
| 20 | BASS COMMUNION - Dronework | CD-R Headphone Dust HDBCCD14 2005 back in stock, rare BC release previously only available through the 20Hertz Drone-series! | 10,00 | |
| 21 | BASS COMMUNION - II | do-LP Tonefloat TF42 2007 deluxe re-issue of second BC- album from 1999, comes with exclusive material, lim. & numb. 500 gatefold cover, white vinyl, 180gr.!! | 32,50 | www.tonefloat.com |
| 22 | BIANCHI, MAURIZIO & EMANUELA DE ANGELIS - Regolelettroniche | CD Baskaru karu:8 2008 | 13,00 | www.baskaru.com |
14,00 www.sonoris.org
38
COSTER, TIM - Holding Plants mCD-R Ruralfaune Rur028 2007 lim./numb. 48 copies / wallpaper-cover 6,00 www.myspace.com/ruralfaunelovesyou
39
DESIDERII MARGINIS - Strife CD Cold Meat Industry CMI131 2004 14,00 www.coldmeat.se
40
DESIDERII MARGINIS - Strife CD Cold Meat Industry CMI131 2004 14,00 www.coldmeat.se
41
ESPLENDOR GEOMETRICO - 1980-1989: First Decade 3 x LP-Box / 7" Vinyl On Demand VOD46 2007 Second part of anthology: the double-tape "Dies Anos", plus material from various compilations and the live-recording Madrid 1987 which appeared on the "Bruitiste" box (RRR) in 1988 !! Lim. 600 with bonus 7", but without the T-Shirt ! 58,00 www.vinyl-on-demand.com
42
FROZEN FACES - Broken Sounds of a Dying Culture CD Wrotycz Records WRT005 2007 re-issue of self-released first LP from 1997, plus tracks from the 7" "Religion of Hate". Project of Lina / DEUTSCH NEPAL. large cardboard cover 13,00 www.wrotyczrecords.prv.pl
43
GROUNDS - One Older Than the Sun CD Habitat Records HAB001 2004 first release by this project formed by KLAUDIO BAGUES and ADAM MOUTON. edition of 250 with handmade art / photo-cover! lim. ed., with poster, ONE 2nd hand copy in stock. Condition: vg+ 15,00 www.direwolf.com
44
HOLM, ANDREAS - Same LP Tinevik Records TINE-006 2007 special edition (gatefold-cover, 180 gr. vinyl), ed. of 500 copies on black vinyl 21,50 www.tonefloat.com
45
FLEURY-STEINER, BEN - He dreams in Rivers mCD-R Taalem alm48 2007 5,00 http://taalem.free.fr/
46
47
DESDEMONA DIED - A tale told by wonder LP ManikMonk Records MMR001 2004 gatefold-cover / ONE 2nd hand copy in stock, quality: vg+ 10,00
48
ESPLENDOR GEOMETRICO - 1980-1989: First Decade 3 x LP-Box / 7" Vinyl On Demand VOD46 2007 Second part of anthology: the double-tape "Dies Anos", plus material from various compilations and the live-recording Madrid 1987 which appeared on the "Bruitiste" box (RRR) in 1988 !! Lim. 600 with bonus 7", but without the T-Shirt ! 58,00 www.vinyl-on-demand.com
49
ETERNAL ICE - Yellow and Red CD-R Eternal Ice 2007 self-released CDR, colour-cardboard-cover 8,00 www.etalenica.de
50
FAR BLACK FURLONG - same CD Integrated Circuit Records ICR 2007 14,00 www.icrdistribution.com
51
FEAR FALLS BURNING - When Mystery prevades the Well, the Promise sets Fire LP Tonefloat TF38 2007 deluxe edition (gatefold-cover, 180 gr. vinyl), ed. of 500 copies on black vinyl 21,50 www.tonefloat.com
FULLMAN, ELLEN / MONIQUE BUZZARTE - FLUCTUATIONS - same CD Deep Listening DL 38 2008 13,00 www.deeplearning.org
GAVIN PORTLAND - Views of distant towns CD 12 Tonar 12T036 2006 12,00 www.12tonar.com
GOODE, DANIEL - The Thrush from upper Dunakyn / The Bertoia in the Yamasaki Building - Princeton LP OPUS ONE Number Seventy-One 1982 recordings from two performances (1971 & 1979), one was made on BERTOIA-sculptures! Incl. two inlays with texts. ONE 2nd hand copy in stock, quality vg+ (excellent) 25,00
GRASSOW, MATHIAS & THOMAS WEISS - Conscience CD Nextera ERA 2041-2 2006 13,50 www.nextera.cz
GREYHOUND - Noisewhisperer CD Hands Production D109 2006 special hardcover-case 15,00 www.handsproductions.com
GUAPo - Black Oni LP Hlava-Temple 2007 vinyl re-issue of album from 2004 (Ipecac), ed. of 500 in very special black plastic / gatefold-cover, looks really great. white vinyl, totally re-designed & re-mastered 20,50 www.hlava-temple.com
HAFLER TRIO - Intoutof LP KK Records 008 1988 ONE 2nd hand copy in stock. condition: vg 30,00
HARMONIA - Live 1974 CD Gr nd CDGRON78 2007 previously unreleased recordings from 1974! HARMONIA was MICHAEL ROTHER, DIETER MOEBIUS & HANS-JOACHIM ROEDELIUS (NEU!, ex KRAFTWERK, CLUSTER) 13,00 www.greenland.com
HEMATIC SUNSETS & OKKO BEKKER - Weihnachten im Aroma Club 2007 7" Klang der Festung KdF5 2007 versions of OH TANNENBAUM and LEISE RIESELT DER SCHNEE, with OKKO BEKKER singing, from this obscure project of ASMUS TIETCHENS 6,50
HESTERE KEOLETON - En la sombra del pajaro velludo CD Load Records LOAD105 2007 13,00 www.loadrecords.com
HINSIDAN - Shapeshifter CD-R Verato Project verazit051 2007 lim. 60 10,00 www.suggestion-records.de
HTRK - Nostalgia CD Fire Records FIREc0104 2007 digipack 14,50 www.firerecords.com
HUM - Caldron of winds mCD-R Taalem alm47 2007 one-tracker 5,00 http://taalem.free.fr/
INADA, KOZO & PHILIP SAMARTZIS - f/J CD Digital Narcis DNDCD010 2001 round plastic case / back in stock 14,00
IRR.APP (EXT) - An uncertain animal, ruptured; tissue expanding in conversation CD Errata in Excelsis EIE1 / Fire Inc. f-7 1998 we could get very few copies of the very first album by Mr. Waldron from 1998, rare now, last copies! 16,00
JESU - Sun Down / Sun Rise 12" Aurora Borealis ABX011 2007 long-play 12" 33 minutes, second ed. on clear vinyl (1000 copies) . artwork by SELDON HUNT 15,50 www.aurora-b.com
JGRZINICH - Ferric mCD-R Taalem alm46 2007 5,00 http://taalem.free.fr/
JOSEFSON, MATHIAS - Suikule LP Isoramara Records I0010 2007 lim. 300, letterpress printing on outer plastic sleeve. First solo-release from MOLJEKBKA PVLSE under his real name 14,00 www.isoramara.com
KA-SPEL, EDWARD - The Blue Room do-LP Soleilmoon Recordings SOL 087 1998 lim. vinyl version back in stock, inlay incl. & vinyl-only bonus-track on Side D!! 16,00 www.soleilmoon.com
KA-SPEL, EDWARD - The Blue Room CD Soleilmoon Recordings SOL 087 1998 CD-version, incl. 12p booklet 13,00 www.soleilmoon.com
KANE, JONATHAN - I looked at the Sun maxi-CD Table of the Elements / Radium TOE-CD-803 2006 first release in the new "Radium" series, by the RHYS CHATHAM-drummer and ex-SWANS! 10,00 www.tableoftheelements.com
KANE, JONATHAN - The little Drummer Boy maxi-CD Table of the Elements / Radium TOE-CD-809 2007 11,50 www.tableoftheelements.com
KITES - Peace Trials CD Load Records LOAD 081 2005 13,00 www.loadrecords.com
KLINIK 7 VIDNA OBMANA - Gluttony CD Hands D082 2005 first part of the collab / special hardcover-case 15,00 www.handsproductions.com
KLINIK 7 VIDNA OBMANA - Greed CD Hands D101 2006 second part of the collaboration inspired by "the deadly seven sins" / special hardcover-case 15,00 www.handsproductions.com
KUBISCH, CHRISTINA - Five Electrical Walks CD Important Records IMPREC 167 2007 digipack 13,00 www.importantrecords.com
KUBISCH, CHRISTINA - Night Flights CD Important Records IMPREC 168 2007 re-issue of LP from 1987 13,00 www.importantrecords.com
LECANORA - Immunity CD-R Kokeshidisk kod1 10 2007 recordings from 2001-2003 by CYRIL HERRYs project (who also was a member of EXOTOENDO before, and is these days working as NINTH DESERT) 9,00 http://taalem.free.fr/
86 LEGENDARY PINK DOTS - Alchemical Playschool do-10" Caciocavallo CAL 32 2007 lim. vinyl-version, 250 copies in a deluxe silkscreen-cover made from recycled sugarcane fiber paper & with big full-colour poster!! 33.50 www.soleilmoon.com
87 MAEROR TRI - Pleroma / Altrove pic-10" Ant-Zen act79 1998 lim. 434 copies / ONE 2nd hand copy in stock, condition: vg+ 25.00
89 MARHAUG & COURTIS - Jordslev Hojalrde MC Quasi-Pop QPOP MC046 2007 ed. of 100 / nice colour-printed cardboard-cover / collaboration and solo-tracks by LASSE MARHAUG & ANLA COURTIS 7.00 www.quasipop.org
90 MARUTTI, ANDREA - The subliminal relation between Planets CD Nextera ERA 2049-2 2008 live in Archiaro / ANDREA MARUTTI = AMON ! 13.50 www.nextera.cz
91 MELEK-THA - Acclaim Hell CD Dark Vinyl DV #57 2007 13.00
93 MEREZZ, TODD / AIDAN BAKER / PATRICK JORDAN - Nagual CD Archive CD 41 2007 recorded live at RAW (REAL ART WAYS) in Hartford, CT, November 13, 2004 13.50 www.archivecd.com
94 MERZBOW - Peace for Animals CD Quasi-Pop QPOP CD049 2007 digipack 13.00 www.quasipop.org
95 MGR VS. SIRDSS - Impromptu CD Neurot Recordings NR049 2006 MGR = MIKE GALLAGHER (ISIS), SIRDSS = DAVID SCOTT (SLUG, etc) 14.00 www.neurotrecordings.com
97 MICO NONET - The Marmalade Balloon CD Mico Nonet Records mn1001 2007 beautiful melancholic drone-scapes in the way of OPION SOMNIUM or RACHELS, played on classical instruments & electronics 12.00 www.micononet.com
98 MIMIR - same (first) CD Streamline 1014 2007 totally re-worked / re-mixed version of the first MIMIR-album from 1990. Supergroup consisting of EDWARD KA-SPEL, ANDREAS MARTIN, SILVERMAN & CHRISTOPH HEEMANN 13.50
99 MLEHST - Another Cross to bear MC Vigilant Records 1997 lim. 100 oversized cover / ONE 2nd hand copy in stock 10.00
100 MLEHST - Deep Throat and felching MC Bandaged Hand Produce / SHF 1995 very special object-cover with hair! ONE 2nd hand copy in stock 10.00
101 MLEHST - Notes of obscure origin LP Nihilist Records nihil 43 2006 material recorded 1996 / lim. 200 15.00 www.nihilistrecords.net
102 MONOS - Landscapes CD Twenty Hertz F.I.T.01 2004 back in stock ! www.twentyhertz.co.uk
103 MONOS - Window CD-R ICR 34 2002 available again! 12.00 www.icrdistribution.com
104 MONOS - Window (special edition) CD-R ICR 34sp 2002 special signed edition lim. / numb. 40 with white printed disc 15.00 www.icrdistribution.com
105 MOUNT VERNON ARTS LAB - The seance at Hobs Lane CD Via Satellite ASTRA 007 2001 features remixes of COIL and BARRY 7, etc 14.00
106 MUELLER, JON - Metals CD Table of the Elements TOE-CD-108 2007 mastered by JAMES PLOTKIN 14.50 www.mode.com
107 MV&EE MEDICINE SHOW - The Uranian Ray LP Spirit of Orr Records SO-67 2007 re-issue of album from 2004 15.00
108 NEBRIS - Bleak Angels CD Dystonia EK D.40 2007 digipack 13.50 www.dystoniaek.org
109 NEPTUNE - Gong Lake LP Table of the Elements / Radium TOE-LP-811 2008 16.00 www.tableoftheelements.com
110 NEW BLOCKADERS - Live at Anti-Fest LP Hospital Productions HOS-180 2007 re-issue of the CD on Harbinger. Clear vinyl, thick silk-screnned cardboard-cover, single-sided, ed. of 400 15.00
111 NEW BLOCKADERS + THURSTON MOORE + JIM O'ROURKE - The Voloptulist / 840 seconds over LP Ectastic Peace! E#85b 2007 lim. 500 / re-release of deleted CD from 2005 / back in stock absolutely last copies!!! 16.00
112 NEW BLOCKADERS / PUTREIFIER - Schleifmittel LP / CDR Birthbiter 09 / 10 2007 special ed. lim.100 with bonus CDR (numbered) !! 28.00
113 NIBLOCK, PHIL - Disseminate CD Mode Records MODE 131 2004 back in stock 14.50 www.mode.com
114 NIELLERADE FALLIBILISTHORSTAR - Skrankverk CD Dystonia EK D.41 2007 digipack 13.50 www.dystoniaek.org

179 T.A.G.C. (THE ANTI GROUP CONSPIRACY) - Burning Water CD Anterior Research Recordings ARR 004 / Side Effects DFX17 1994 soundtrack to a film shown 1994 at SO36 (Berlin) and ARS ELECTRONICA (Linz), contains the two different versions. special price 10.00 www.soleilmoon.com

180 T.A.G.C. (THE ANTI GROUP CONSPIRACY) - Digitaria CD Anterior Research Recordings ARR 002 / Side Effects DFX25 1994 re-issue of great LP from 1987, the project of ADI NEWTON also known for his work with CLOCK DVA!! 13.50 www.soleilmoon.com

181 UHLIG, MIRKO / DRONAEMENT - Farewell Fields CD Nextera ERA 2048-2 2007 two long tracks each by Drone Rec-artists MIRKO UHLIG (before known as AALFANG MIT PFERDEKOPF) and MARCUS OBST aka DRONAEMENT 13.50 www.nextera.cz

182 UNIVERSAL INDIANS - Sloth Nest LP American Tapes AM100 1999 handmade recycled cover, numbered. ed. of 200, rare LP of this pre-WOLF EYES project. ONE 2nd hand copy in stock. Condition: vg+ 25.00

183 VAN HOEK, KASPER - Minerva LP KVH 001 2006 individual silk-screen covers with different motives & colours, numb. ed. of 300 copies 12.00 www.heilskaabaal.net

184 VAN LUIJK, TIMO & KRIS VANDERSTRAETEN - Costa del Luna LP La Scie Doree SCIE507 2007 TIMO VAN LUIJK (AF URSIN) : Zither, Flute, Keys, Tape. KRIS VANDERSTRAETEN: Percussion. edition of 400 copies 18.50

185 VIDNA OBMANA / ASMUS TIETCHENS - Motives for Recycling do-CD Soleilmoon SOL84CD 1999 back in stock for better price 14.00 www.soleilmoon.com

186 VON EULER-DONNERSPERG, DITTERICH - O Du Frche / O Tannenbaum Dub 7" Meeuw Muzak MM034 2007 another attempt in the famous X-mas series! Includes insert with KLOPSTOCK-text 6.00 www.meeuw.net


188 V.A. - BlueCubism CD Digital Narcis DNC07 1999 remixes of KIM CASCONEdoke, by TERRE THAEMLITZ, PITA, ROBERT HENKE, TETSU INOUE, TAYLOR DEUPREE, JOHN HUDAK, etc .. absolutely last copies back in stock ! 15.00

189 V.A. - Contemporary Culture Convention Compilation III do-LP Everest Records 2002 compilation in gatefold-cover with RM74, STEINBRHEL, HERPES DELUXE, BALDUIN, EVESTER, and many more.. ONE 2nd hand copy in stock. quality: vg+ 10.00

190 V.A. - FRANCC 3 x CDR Ruralfaune rur024 2007 3 CDRs of exclusive tracks by 45 international artists from the "experimental drone folk & beyond" scene:... UTON, SILVESTRE ANFANG, FURSAXA, TANAKH, TOM CARTER, BLACK FOREST/BLACK SEA, BEN REYNOLDS, VOLCANO THE BEAR, GIANLUCA BUCUZZI & FABIO ORSI, etc etc .. of 300, comes in a wallpaper-cover, sold out over the label ! 21.00 www.myspace.com/ruralfaunelovesyou

191 V.A. - Need for a Crossing. A New Zealand Vol. 1 CD Table of the Element / XERIC 2007 Compilation with the typical NZ-drone/folk/psych-sound: BIRCHVILLE CAT MOTEL, PETER WRIGHT, ANTONY MILTON, GREG MALCOLM, PUMICE, etc.. 14.50 www.tableoftheelements.com

192 V.A. - Runeology 3 CD Rune Grammofon RCDS 3 2007 cheapo label sampler part 3, with ARVE HENRIKSEN, OPSVIK & JENNINGS, FOOD, SUPERSILENT, ULTRALYD, ALOD, etc.. 10.00 www.runegrammofon.com

193 V.A. - Tagesanbruch CD-R Critical Path 04 2006 nice comp. presenting the new japanese 'experimental ambience'-scene: YUI ONODERA, KUMIKO NOGUCHI, TAISHIN INOUE, POLLYPRAHA, etc... available again! 10.00 www.critical-path.info

194 WČDCHENGARTEN - Distractions CD Phisteria PHI006CD 2006 14.00 www.phisteria.com

195 WATERS, ROGER - Hello (I Love You) 12" Tonefloat TF37 2007 solo-material of famous PINK FLOYD-member, taken from the original motion picture soundtrack THE LAST MIMZY. Edition of 1500 copies on black vinyl ! 16.50 www.tonefloat.com

196 WHITE HOUSE - An Electric Storm CD Universal-Island Records 984 319-7 2007 re-issue of this legendary pre-Industrial LP-release from 1969 (originally ISLAND ILPS 9099), comes re-mastered & with extensive booklet 13.00

197 WHITEHOUSE - Birthdeath Experience LP Very Friendly VFSL01 2007 re-issue of the very first WHITEHOUSE-album from 1980 (Come Org.) / lim. ed., sealed copies 17.50


199 WOMEN IN TRAGEDY - The Shame CD-R Ruralfaune Rur023 2007 special green granular paper cover, coloured CDRs, lim. 81 copies 8.00
200 **WORKING IN SILENCE** - untitled MC Tape Records TR-30 1999 lim. 40 copies / very handmade 7” cover / ONE 2nd hand copy in stock 6,00

201 **WZT HEARTS** - Threads rope spell making your bone LP Hoss Records 2007 vinyl-version 13,50

202 **YELLOW SWANS + BURNING STAR CORE** - same LP Blossoming Noise / Pygmy PGY07VIN 2007 lim. / numbered ed. 500 marbled vinyl, re-edition of deleted mCDR 16,50 www.blossomingnoise.com

203 **Z'EV** - Outwaard CD Korm Plastics KP3031 2007 second part in the collaboration series with FRANS DE WAARD (BEEQUEEN, etc.). 15 x 15 cm cover , lim. 300 13,00 www.kormplastics.nl

204 **ZIAMALUCH** - V8 LP Flipped Out Records 2000 rare & obscure one-sided record by US-artist, lim. 200, recycled / sprayed covers, ONE NEW copy found. Probably the one and only release on this label 12,00

205 **ZOVIET FRANCE** - Gris 10” No Man's Land NML 8505 1985 legendary & highly beautiful release from 1985, in a crazy asphalt / roofing material-sleeve, with insert. the only ZF vinyl that was never re-issued on CD ! ONE 2nd hand copy in stock, almost perfect condition: m- 50,00

206 **ZOVIET FRANCE** - Misfits, loony tunes and squalid criminals LP Red Rhino Records REDLP67 1986 ONE 2nd hand copy in stock, condition: vg+ 35,00


208 **ZOVIET FRANCE** - Shouting at the Ground do-LP Red Rhino Records REDLP91 1988 ONE 2nd hand copy in stock, condition: vg+ 50,00

the END

(is just another beginning)

---

**DRONE RECORDS**
Non-Entertaining-Muzak
LABEL and MAIL-ORDER for
EXPERIMENTAL DRONE - DARK AMBIENT - TRANSCENDENTAL - INDUSTRIAL & NOISE - ELECTRO-ACOUSTIC - FIELD RECORDINGS - IMPRO
Explorer 7"- vinyl-series of international artists with hand- or selfmade covers
10"- vinyl concept-series SUBSTANTIA INNOMINATA ('Sing the Song of the Unknown')
home of TRANSGREDIENT Records (the Troum-label : www.troum.com)
shipping-adress:
**Stefan Knappe**
Celler Strasse 33
28205 Bremen * Germany
answer-phone: x49-421-7942996
www.dronerecords.de / drone@dronerecords.de  www.substantia-innominata.de